In this paper we describe a conjectural filtration on the Chow groups of a projective, smooth variety. This filtration is suggested by, and based upon, Grothendieck's theory of motives provided one uses the so-called category of Chow motives. This category is constructed by using as intersection ring the full Chow ring tensored with Q.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to make more precise one of the remarks at the end of the paper [Mu] concerning a filtration on the Chow groups of a smooth, projective variety (lot. cit., Remark 7.3, Point 3). The underlying idea is that Grothendieck's theory of motives should not only be used as an "universal cohomology" theory, but also for studying the Chow groups of an algebraic variety. Grothendieck's construction works for any "good" intersection theory on algebraic varieties, i.e., for any "adequate" equivalence relation for algebraic cycles (see [Ma] , 0 1 and [K1,2]). For our purpose it is necessary to work with the Chow ring itself, i.e., with rational equivalence. (To be precise: unfortunately we have to tensor the Chow groups with Q, i.e., we have to neglect torsion; as a consequence we deal, strictly speaking, with "Chow vectorspaces" instead of with Chow groups.) Using the Chow ring tensored with Q as intersection ring in Grothendieck's construction of motives one gets what nowadays usually is called the category of "Chow-motives" (cf. [Ja,l] ), p. 351). In [Mu] it is shown that for an algebraic surface it is possible to decompose the diagonal in this category, i.e., to lift the usual Ktinneth decomposition of the diagonal to orthogonal idempotents with respect to rational equivalence modulo torsion. Such a "Chow-Ktinneth" decomposition gives a decomposition of the surface into Chow-motives and the Chow groups of these motives lead to a filtration on the Chow groups of the surface itself ([Mu], Thm. 3) which coincides with the "natural" filtration as introduced by Bloch ([Bl] , p. I-12). This fact suggests that the conjectural filtration of Chow groups in general, as looked for by Bloch and Beilinson ([Bl] , [Bei] , [Ja, 2] Section 1 1), can possibly be obtained (or explained) -at least conjecturally(!) -by means of Grothendieck's theory of motives, provided we work with Chow motives. This is what we want to describe in Part I of this paper.
In Paragraph 1 we recall quickly Grothendieck's construction of motives and next we formulate the precise conjectures and the definition of such a filtration (as alluded to in Remark 7.3.3 of my paper [Mu] ; for dimension greater than two I found however the precise formulation only around the time of the publication of that paper). In Paragraph 2 we have collected some evidence for the conjectures. For abelian varieties, where there is indeed such a Chow-Kiinneth decomposition ([Sh] , [D.-M.] , [Ku] ), it turns out that the conjectures are closely related (and in fact partly equivalent) to a theorem and a conjecture of Beauville ([Bea] ).
The list of the known cases is still very small and as such the evidence is meagre. However the following is very encouraging. Uwe Jannsen has shown that the conjectures of Section 1.4 below are equivalent to the conjectures of Beilinson as stated in Section 11.1 of [Ja, 2] and moreover that both conjectural filtrations coincide. We have mentioned this result of Jannsen in Paragraph 3. There we have also mentioned the "arithmetical" filtration; this is a filtration which should be superposed with the "motivic" filtration in order to get the complete filtered structure on the Chow groups.
Finally, in Part II of the paper we have verified the conjectures for products X= S x C with S a surface and C a curve (hence -a fortiori -also for products X= C, x C2x C, with Ci curves). This is based upon the results for surfaces ([Mu] ). Starting from surfaces, part of the result is easy but requires a lot of detailed verification; for that reason it seemed better to separate this part from the general theory in Part I. where Pij denote the obvious projections and the intersection product is on XXYXZ.
Next, let CW= C%"(k), be the category with the same objects as W (i.e., smooth projective varieties defined over k), but with as morphisms the correspondences tensored with Q :
and as composition of morphisms composition of correspondences. Now consider the following subcategory CV= CV'(k) of CW: the objects of Cw' are the same as those of C"t: but if X= U X, with X, irreducible then
Finally the category of (effective) Chow motives .A&. = A&k) is introduced as follows:
1. objects are couples M= (X,p) with X a smooth projective variety defined over k and p a projector, 2. morphisms are as follows: if M= (X, p) and N= (x q) then Hom,$M, N) = q 0 HomcV (X, Y) op, 3. composition of morphisms is composition of correspondences.
Remarks 1.1.1.
1.

2.
We have followed the description of morphisms by Jannsen ([Ja, 3] ); it is easily seen that this is equivalent with the original definition by Grothendieck. More generally one takes as category of motives triples (X,p, m) with m E Z, but since in our case we can restrict to effective motives it suffices to consider only couples (X,p) as above. The category &r is additive, the direct sum is given by (X, p) 0 (x q) = (X U x p U q). There is a tensor product (X, p) 0 (K q) = (XX K p x q) and & ispseudo-abefian, i.e., if II : M-t Mis a projector thenM=Ker(lr)@Ker(ln) with Ker(7c) = (X, (1 -TC) op), etc. Furthermore there is a contravariant functor given by: a. if XE W then h,(X) =(X, id) (where, of course, the identity is given by the diagonal Ax of X) b. if 4 :X+ Y in W then h,(d) = 'r@ where r@ is the graph of @. Remark 1.1.2. Grothendieck's construction of motives works quite general as soon as one has a "good" intersection ring for algebraic cycles (cf. [Kl.2], [Ma]), i.e., for every "adequate" equivalence relation on cycles. Of course, replacing rational equivalence by another adequate equivalence relation gives another category of motives. For instance taking numerical equivalence instead of rational equivalence the corresponding category of motives is often denoted by J&,=&Z"(k) and the corresponding functor by h,: Z"+ull,; i.e., XE W gives h,(X) =(X, id) E &,, . It is this category which is at the background in Grothendieck's standard conjectures ([G,l] , see especially p. 198) and for that reason objects in A& are usually simply called motives (to be precise they should be called motives with respect to numerical equivalence; also they are sometimes called Grothendieck motives), whereas the objects in A& (i.e., motives with respect to rational equivalence modulo torsion) are called Chow motives because the Chow ring itself (tensored with Q) is used for their construction (however, of course, their construction is also due to Grothendieck!). The reason for working with ucl, is that this category is more precise than vfl,, in particular only in .& it is possible to attach a Chow group (or strictly speaking: Chow vectorspace) to an object (see I .2 below); on the other hand A,, has also advantages, for instance Jannsen has shown that a category of motives constructed via algebraic correspondences and an adequate relation is semisimple abelian if and only if one takes numerical equivalence as equivalence relation ([Ja, 3] ).* Clearly there is a natural 4 functor T and a commutative diagram as follows:
Chow vectorspaces of Chow motives
Let M= (X,p) be a Chow motive. Then there is a homomorphism p* : CH'(X, Q) + CH'(X, Q) and one defines:
and this CH'(M, Q) is called the i-th Chow vectorspace of M or, by abuse of language, the i-th Chow "group" of M. Similarly for every "good" cohomology *Note that in [Mu] we have used a different notation: namely we have denoted by A the category denoted here by -/I, and by AAl* the category denoted here by y(l,. In a preprint version of the present paper we have used the notation CHA for the category of Chow motives.
theory one can define cohomology groups for M. For instance &,(M, Q,) := P,~;~KQ,K~:~(XQ,).
Chow-Kiinneth decomposition of a variety
As before, let X be a smooth, projective algebraic variety defined over k. From now on we assume, for simplicity that X is irreducible; let d= dim X. Let d E CHd (XxX) be the diagonal of X. Definition 1.3.1. We shall say that X has a Chow-Kiinneth decomposition if Bni E C@(XX X, Q) for Osi~2d such that:
(over R) 7ti module (co)homological equivalence (say, for &ale cohomology) is the usual i) .
Put then hf(X) =(X, ni) E A$, then h,(X) = cfz, hf(X) is a Chow-Ktinneth decomposition of X.
Remark -Caution 1.3.2. Such Zi are not unique as cycle class, in general! This is inherent in this theory and happens already for curves of genus g # 0 (see example below). Examples 1.3.3. In the Examples 1 to 3 below we assume that there is a rational point eeX(k). Chow-Ktinneth decompositions exist in the following cases:
1.
3. 4.
curves ( 
Conjectural filtration on the Chow groups
Let XE W(k) be as before (in particular: irreducible for simplicity), let d=dim X.
Conjecture A. X has a Chow-Ktinneth decomposition.
Consider now the Chow groups (or more precisely the Chow vectorspaces) CHj(X, Q) (OS jsd) and the action of Zi on these.
COnjeCtUre B. ?ro,nl, . . . ,Rj-1 and ?$d,n2d-l, . . . ,712/+1 act as zero On CH'(X,Q).
Now assuming these conjectures we define a decreasing filtration on CHj(X, Q) as follows: a. As usual 712j-1 1 F' means the restriction of n2j-1 to F', etc. b. Note that we have Ker(nj 1 Fj) = 0 because all of the 7ri (i#j) act on Fj as zero. c. Of course, to be precise, one should write F"CHj(X, Q) in the above formulation (0 I v sj + l), but if j is fixed and if there is no danger of confusion we simply write F".
Conjecture C.
The filtration above is independent of the ambiguity in the choice of the ni.
Lemma 1.4.3. Assuming conjectures A and B we have
Gr;CH"(X,Q) = CH~(/Z;~-~(X),Q)
(O~vvIj+l).
Proof. By definition of the filtration we have an exact sequence
O-F V+l -F" 2 CHj(@_V(X), Q).
By definition we have CHj(l~~j-~ (X), Q) = Im(nzj_ ,) with 7C2j-V : CH/'(X, Q) +
CHj(X,Q).
Therefore the proof of the lemma follows from:
Claim. Im(nzj_,, ) F') = Im(nzj_,,).
Proof. From the orthogonality of the ni we get by induction on @, with
OS~<V,
that nzj_e(Im(ny_v))=O, hence Im(n2j_V)CFe+1, hence Im(n2j_v)C F" and then using ~~j_v=n2j_v we get Im(n2j_v 1 F")=Im(~2j_,). 0
There is the following relation with (co)homological equivalence (over the algebraic closure E of k). Let, as usual, CHLom(X,Q):=Ker y(X), where y(X) : CHj(X, Q) + H$(Xk, Q,) denotes the cycle map (l# char(k)). Then: 
Conjecture D. F' = C&,,(X, Q).
Combining D with the standard conjectures we get
Conjecture D'. F' = CH/O,(X, Q) = CH,&,(X, Q).
EXAMPLES
Some partial results for arbitrary dimension
Let X be a smooth, projective variety of dimension d, defined over k and with a rational point e E X(k). Then one introduces the trivial correspondences x0 = e XX and n2d = XX e. Moreover, using the polarisation of X, it is shown in [Mu] that one can also introduce projectors 7~~ ("Picard-projector") and II&,_. 1 ("Albanese-projector") in CHd(Xx X, Q) which seem natural candidates for part of a Chow-Ktinneth decomposition. 
which is in support of Lemma 1.4.3 and justifies the name Picard motive for hf(X) = (x, n,).
Lemma 2.1.1. Let 7ro, 7c1, ?$d_l and x2d be as above with the properties proved in [Mu] . Suppose that these x0, x1, ?r2d_, and n2d are part of a full Chow-Kiinneth decomposition. Then this Chow-Ktinneth decomposition fulfulls the conjectures B, C and D for CH'(X, Q). Trivially F' := Ker(rrZd) = CH,d,,(X), but moreover F2 := Ker(nzd_i 1 F') is the Albanese kernel by ([Mu] , Thm. 2), hence Ker(nzd_, ( F') gives a natural geometric equivalence and is, in particular, independent of the choices made in the construction of n2d_1. Note that we have n2d_i : AIb(X)@Q2iCNd(h,Zd-'(X),Q) which justifies the name Albanese motive for /z:~-'(X) =(X, n&-i).
c. Cycles with I< j<d.
Here we can of course say almost nothing but in any case no, ni, r&,-i and lt2d act as zero by lot. cit., Thm. 1 and 2 of [Mu].
Case of curves
The conjectures are trivially true with the usual projectors no =ex X, n,=Xxe, 7~~ =d --no-7r2 (cf.
[Ma], p. 467).
Case of surfaces
Take the projectors n; as in [Mu] . A reinterpretation of the results there and especially of Thm. 3, p. 201 in terms of the notations of the present paper gives: a. j = 1, divisors (see also 2.1 above): 7~0, 7~3 and 7r4 operate as zero. F' := Ker(7c2) = CH,',,(X, Q)(= CH,',,(X, Q)) and F* = 0. b. j = 2, zero-cycles: rco and n1 operate as zero. F' := Ker(7r4) = C&,JX, Q) (zero-cycles of degree zero); F2 :=Ker(n3 1 F') = zero-cycles of degree zero, albanese equivalent to zero; F3 = 0. Hence the conjectures are true for surfaces (to be precise: conjectures A, B and D are true and C is true in the sense that the above projectors give indeed the natural filtrations).
2.4. Case of threefolds of type X= C, x C2 x C3 with Cj curves (i = 1,2,3) or of type X= S x C with S a surface and C a curve. We shall verify for S x C (and hence also for Ci x C2 x C3) the conjectures A, B and D in part II of the paper.
Case of abelian varieties
Let X= A be an abelian variety of dim A = g. Take the 7Ci as constructed in [D-M] (cf. also [Ku] ). These projectors have moreover the property (lot. cit., Thm. 3.1):
'rn 0 ni = ni 0 'rn = nixi where n :A +A is multiplication by n and r, its graph. Moreover such rci are unique. In this case the conjectures are related to results and a conjecture of Beauville ( [Bea] ). Namely, put &(A) = {o E CHj(A, Q); n*(r = n2i-sa} then (lot. cit., Thm. p. 647):
Theorem (Beauville) CHj(A,Q) = 6 C&(A).
s=j-g
Remark. In Beauville's paper the groundfield is the field of complex numbers, but the theorem is valid over an arbitrary field (see also [D-M] , Thm. 2.19).
Using (3) we get:
Lemma 2.5.1. (C, n2j-"as)=~s n2jes~i(as) , on the other hand Xi 0 n*(a) = nixi = n' (C, ni(a&) . Hence
Varying n (cf. [Kl,l] , p. 377) we get ni(a,)=O if i#2j-s; but then n2j-s must act as the identity on a;.. 0 Corollary 2.5.2. 7Zi operates as zero on CHj(A, Q) if i< j and also if i>j+g (hence part of conjecture B is true!). For the proof see Jannsen's forthcoming paper [Ja, 5] , Section 5.
The arithmetical filtration (the filtration by coniveau)
The Chow groups have in addition to the filtration from Section 1.4, coming from the "motivic decomposition", also another filtration, the so-called "arithmetical" filtration or also called the filtration by "coniveau" (see [G,2] and [Ja,2], p. 162); in order to get the full picture these two filtrations should be superposed. The filtration by coniveau is obtained by looking to cycle classes contained in subvarieties of a given (co)dimension in the given (smooth, projective) variety X. Since we are not going any further into this arithmetical filtration we shall not describe it in general here but we shall only try to illustrate this by means of the following example. Let X be a smooth, projective threefold. Consider CH2(X,Q). Assuming the conjectures from Section 1.4 we get from the motivic decomposition the following filtration F" = CH2(X,Q)>F'>F2>F3 = (0) 2 with F' = Ker(z,) = CH,,, and F2 = Ker(z3 ) F'); moreover one expects that F2 corresponds to "Abel-Jacobi" equivalence. However there is also the subgroup C&,(X, Q) c CE-r2(X, Q) where CEZ&(X, Q) = U&(X) 0 Q and C&,(X) consists of the cycle classes which are algebraically equivalent to zero. Moreover CH&(X) c C@O,(X), but may be different from this (Griffiths!). This CH&(X) comes from the coniveau filtration, namely for each 2 E CE&$X) there exists a (possibly singular) surface YCX such that 2 is homologically equivalent to zero on Y.
By superposition we then get the following filtration on CH2(X, Q): Question 3.3. Finally we want to conclude this part with the following question which is suggested by the construction of the projectors rro, rcl, 7r2d_1 and z2d in [Mu] . Let X be a smooth variety of dimension d, embedded in projective space, with a fixed point eEX(k). Take hyperplane sections through e. Write X=X, and let X,_.,=X*H,, X,_,=X*H,*H, ,..., X,=X*H,.H, ,..., Hd_r, where the Hj are fixed, but sufficiently general, hyperplanes through e. Is it possible to construct a Chow-Kiinneth decomposition with projectors 7zi (05 is2d) as follows: no = e x X, n1 supported on Xi xX, 7r2 supported on X2xX,..., 7rd-t supported onXd_i Xx, next nd+j='nd_j (lsj<d) and finally
7Ld 'A-C;ii ??j-Cy=, nd+j? 
